Mike Albert declared UAP

By Jay Kasie
Mike Albert is officially the Undergraduate Association President.

Ferme UAP Maria Kirilid decided last night that Albert was a registered undergraduate and could therefore take the post that he had won. Bruce Enders, Secretariat Chairman, who was in charge of the election, had earlier reported that although Albert had won the election, he was not registered. Albert is a junior in Engineering, with a business major.

As far as I'm concerned, Mike Albert is UAP. He had the most votes. I guess the question is in that some people think that because he is not registered as an undergraduate, he should not be (UAP). But I consider him a student because he goes to classes and intends to register. And you don't really have to register until the 13th of April.

The question of registration is yet unsettled. Warren Wells, the Regulator, said in a telephone interview last night that he considered a student registered when he has returned to registration form, with his advisor's signature to the (Registrar's) office. Albert has paid his tuition and attended classes, yet a call to the Registation's office yesterday at 2pm indicated that the office had no record of him. Albert has said that he intends to pick up his roll cards today.

Jim Smith, who was UAP for period of about two hours, said before: Maria's announcement that he intended to sit down with Albert and work out an agreement, trying to help solving the situation "to court." He stated that he didn't want to take office under the circumstances without Albert's approval, and hopefully, his support; Smith also regretted the Howard Singal appointing Albert UAP, or being appointed to the post himself if Albert were to become UAP. He said Smith had campaigned on a platform which included Albert's platform.

Concerning Smith's compromise proposal, Maria told WTBS that "as far as I'm concerned, Mike Albert has won, and it's really up to Inscomm to back up Jim Smith if they're really that concerned. I'm sure that something can be worked out, but I'll stick by the fact that I think he's a student."

Smith said later that he would stand by the decision, and that he would not investigate a protest; he did state that he would sign a petition calling for a new election if his decision should be appealed. At this time, Albert is UAP. He won by a large margin. Albert had the most votes.
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